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Literacy 

In Literacy this term we are going to  

begin by looking at stories of conflict  

and  resolution, children will familiarise 

themselves with The Day the Crayons Quit by Drew Daywalt, before having opportunities to write different text types. 

As part of a whole school literacy topic, the children will read the BFG, which will provide them with a variety of writing 

opportunities 

and drama skills. Children will develop their inference and deduction skills through Book Talk which will look at different genres 

weekly. 

 

Geography and History 

In Geography, we will be using atlases to locate India, key landmarks and human and physical features of India, as well as climate and environment. In history, children 

we learn about different histrocial figures including Ghandi.  

 

t In History, we will be looking at the Stone Age to Iron Age, developing their 

knowledge of these periods in History. 

RE and PSHE 

In RE, children will look at different religions observed in India, with a specific focus on Sikhism.  

In PSHE, children will focus on health and wellbeing, looking at growing and changing, keeping safe as well as relationships 

and valuing difference. 

Science 

In Science, we will be look at Animals including Humans, teaching the importance of the right type and amount of nutrition as 

well as the function of skeletons and muscles.  

Maths 

In Maths children will continue learning multiplication and division formal methods including the grid method and bus top method, 

before apply their skilsl to problem solving. Children will begin to look at using Roman Numerals upto 20. Once this is secure 

children will move onto fractions, recognising and writing fractions of sets of objects and adding fractions with the same 

denominators.Children will continue to work on their arithmetic skills and be tested on these weekly.  

 

PE 

In PE, children will be developing their skills in Tennis focusing on serving and keeping a rally, with the tennis coach Simon. With Mr 

Perry children will develop their fine motor skills and aiming in archery. They will learn how to hold a bow and arrow correctly.  

ICT 

Children will continue to learn about e-safety and putting things online. Children will being to understand algorithms and 

recognise tjat sme algorothms rely upon a strict order to work. Children will also use ICT to support other areas of the 

curriculum. 

 

Art and DT 

Children will look at different rangoli patterns and learning about Henna patterns, they will then design and create their own. In DT children will taste different foods from 

India and prepare different recipes from India. They will also create their own Indian sweets to test, evaluate and modifytheir recipes.  

How can you support your child? 

You can support your child at home by helping them to learn their spellings and completing their homework. Reading with 

your child regularly will support their fluency and asking them questions about the book will build comprehension skills. 

You can also practise mental recall of times tables and division facts as children will have weekly timestable quizzes. 

Things to remember: 

PE – children will have PE with Mr Perry on a Wednesday afternoon and Tennis on a 

Thursday afternoon. 

Spellings – children will get given weekly spellings on a Friday, they will be tested on 

these spellings the following Friday. 

 

Music 

Pupils will learn more songs, singing in rounds to enhance their listening skills and concentration. They will also be 

introduced to the recorder and have a chance to begin learning to play the instrument.  
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